
          

 
 

06-1991 [B-0556] Fidelity - Travel Master 

De exacte verschijningsdatum is uit de oude literatuur moeilijk te achterhalen, maar na een 

lange zoektocht komt juni 1991 redelijk in de buurt. Rond die datum verscheen dit opklapbare 

reismodel als Travel Master Chess Challenger in een zeer beperkte oplage in de USA. Een 

teken van onzekere tijden!? Zelfs in Engeland was er in augustus 1991 (Selective Search Nr. 

35) nog geen Travel Master te verkrijgen. De H8-CPU van deze schaakcomputer werd voor 

het eerst geprogrammeerd door Frans Morsch. Fidelity werd in september 1989 overgenomen 

door Hegener & Glaser (Mephisto). Al snel bleek ook dat het apparaat technische manke-

menten bezat. Bovendien was er een probleem met de firma Saitek die de rechten claimde van 

het schaakprogramma. Hegener & Glaser besloot spoedig de stekker uit dit project te trekken!   
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Frans Morsch: Een nieuwe generatie single-chips 
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Cock de Gorter: De Fidelity Travel Master 
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Computer Chess Reports 1st Quarter 1991 

Early 1991 Review by IM Larry Kaufman 
 

In the low price range, Fidelity has three new models of interest. In the hand-held category, 

the new Fidelity Travel Master will be the first inexpensive Expert level model. It is by far 

the cheapest Expert level chess computer ever made. A table top version is also expected 

soon, to be called Table master. A cheaper version of the talking Chesster called Little 

Chesster which should play close to the 1900 level has been announced. It is especially suited 

for kids. 
         

*** 
 

Computer Chess Reports 1st Quarter 1991 

Fidelity Review by IM Larry Kaufman 

The Travel Master prototype! 
 

The most interesting new product by Fidelity since the last review is the Travel Master, a 

pocket sized unit that promises to make all others obsolete in view of its high playing strength 

and low price. It is not yet actually available, but as I conducted the testing on the prototype 

for Fidelity I can report on it with some authority. For only eighty dollars, one can now own 

an upper expert level chess computer. This is about half the price of the cheapest table top 

expert models, and is about two classes (!) above any comparably priced chess computer, 

either table top or hand-held. It is by far the strongest pocket model ever made, and is nearly 

as strong as the top hand-held model by Mephisto, the MMV Mobil, which is larger than 

pocket size, has short battery life, and costs about five times as much. 

 

Before discussing how this breakthru was achieved, let's take a look at the Travel Master. It 

operates in a unique way- you enter your moves by touching the squares, but the computer 

indicates its moves by LCD display. You do not press the squares for the computer's moves as 

in all other pressure boards. It offers the full range of features you might hope for in a pocket 

model and then some. For example, you can set up positions, take back a large number of 

moves, choose from 64 levels, turn selectivity off or on, display your choices in rotation of 

evaluation, depth, nodes per second, time, and up to four plies of analysis. Sound can be 

turned off, countdown clock for sudden death is available, there is an easy mode for novices, 

and you can choose full book, tournament book, aggressive or passive book, or no book at all. 

Levels include the usual range from 5" to tournament, game in x, fixed depth, infinite, and 

mate solve. The unit comes with both stand-up and flat cut-out pieces. Battery life is very 

long (200 hours claimed). 

 

So how does this marvel play? Well, to begin with it is quite impressive on tactical problems, 

other than endgames. Its performance on middle game tactics is close to the master rated 

Mach III. My problem set predicts a 2154 rating. In my test games at game in 10' it 

performed in the high Expert range, losing only to the Mach III (2-4), but beating Designer 

Display 2100 4½-1½, beating Saitek Prisma 4-2, beating CXG Dominator (a mid-expert 

model) 4½-1½, and even beating the Mephisto MMV by 3½-2½! At game in 30, it lost 

narrowly (3½-4½) to the upper Expert Mach II L.A., lost 2½ to 1½ to the Mach III, lost 1½- 

4½ to the Mephisto Lyon 68000, but surprisingly beat the Mephisto Polgar by 5-3.  

 

 



While it appears to be relatively stronger at fast levels than at slow ones, I am reasonably 

confident that at serious levels it will still outperform the Designer 2100 Display and should 

rate above the 2100 level. But one word of caution: its play is more uneven than more 

expensive Expert level models -- its tactics are near master level models, its positional play is 

perhaps like a low Expert rated computer, and its endgame is well below the level of all other 

Expert level machines, though probably still better than any other pocket model. There is 

reason to believe that the endgame play may be improved by turning off selectivity once an 

ending with few pieces is reached. The opening book offers fair variety and good lines, but it 

is not very deep.  

 
 

How was this breakthru achieved? First of all, the Hitachi H8 chip was used, a far superior 

processor to any other used in "single chip" chess computers. At its ten MHz speed, it is said 

to be around the speed of an 8 Mhz 6502, which makes it faster than the chip in such powerful 

models as the Novag Super Forte C and the Mephisto Polgar or Mephisto MMV. On the 

downside, it comes with only ½K of RAM and 16K ROM, so its chess knowledge and search 

techniques are both much more limited than in the 6502 models, but the programmer, Frans 

Morsch, is widely recognized as the best in the world at working with minimal memory, as he 

had already demonstrated with the Mephisto Europa/Marco Polo, which have only          

¼K RAM. In fact the Travel Master program is really an adaptation/upgrade of the Marco 

Polo, but since the RAM is double and the speed about quadruple it is not surprising that a 

full class jump in strength was achieved.  

 

Aside from the speed, the Travel Master has enough memory to avoid restrictions on the 

capture search that weakened the Marco Polo (a mid class A model) and even to utilize a 

simple type of selective search. Morsch estimates that the selectivity may be worth 50 points, 

and in the middle game he may be right, though it often goes astray in the ending. As for the 

low price, this is due to the single chip design and the fact that it was made for Fidelity in 

China (where wages are very low) by CXG. One word of caution: quality control is minimal 

on such cheap items, and a certain percentage will surely go bad, but all Fidelity products now 

come with a year's warranty, and such a tiny unit is easy to return for service if need be. The 

Travel Master is expected to go up to $99 soon; even so it will still be a bargain.  

 

A table top version of the Travel Master, to be called "Table Master" is expected soon. It 

will probably cost about the same as Designer 2100 Display. The housing is different and 

attractive. Although the Table Master should be stronger overall, the much larger book and 

more consistent level of the Designer 2100 Display may make the choice a difficult one. 
 

*** 



Computer Chess Reports 2nd Quarter 1991 

Fidelity Review by IM Larry Kaufman 

The release of the Travel Master with some problems… 
 
The Travel Master ran into various production delays, in particular the bankruptcy of CXG, the 

company making the units in China for Fidelity. Other production arrangements have been made, but 

so far Travel Master has been shipped only in limited numbers. Although the C.R.A. action chess 

rating of 2062 was below expectations, it is still much better than any other hand-held or any other 
sub-$100 model would have done. The small opening book and the lack of elementary endgame 

knowledge probably cost it a hundred points or more in the test; its middle game play is quite strong 

generally. In my 30' computer-computer testing (in which a small opening book is not a serious 
handicap) it has been performing around the 2125 level, as it also does on my problem test. Eric 

Hallsworth's list based on games at 1 minute per move minimum puts it at 2127 USCF equivalent (he 

actually gives a figure of 2096 USCF but he mistakenly included the C.R.A. games, not knowing they 
were game/30') in England. For the price, it can't be beat. 

 

 

 

Some problems encountered with the early Travel Masters seem to have been corrected in the latest 
shipment, but others have surfaced. There are some play bugs that show up every 20-30 games, 

including disappearing pieces (or pieces that magically transform to other pieces), and a curious bug 

that causes the machine to think that promoting a pawn to a bishop is a wonderful move even if it's a 
blunder. But these bugs occur only in very specific types of positions, and so are tolerable. A more 

serious problem is that the tournament levels do not work properly; after playing for a while the 

Travel Master will revert to a blitz mode. This means that the unit should be used on either the 

average time per move levels, the game in x (sudden death) levels, or for maximum strength with 
plenty of time available per move the deeper fixed depth levels. This problem went undetected 

because all of the testing for CCR as well as the C.R.A. test were done at game in x (mostly 30'). We 

didn't have time for extensive 40/2 testing, but I regret not having tested it at all on that level. There 
are also complaints about some of the physical aspects of the unit. For example, the magnets in both 

the disk pieces and the case (to keep it closed) are too weak to be of much use, and the standard pieces 

are a bit large for the board. Most buyers are satisfied with the unit in view of the low price, high 

playing strength and many features, but keep in mind that the Travel Master comes with a one year 
warranty from Fidelity and if problems should surface, they will repair or replace your computer at no 

charge in that time frame.                                      
 

The table top version, Table Master, has been "tabled" until next year. As for table top models under 

$100, the three strongest, in order of strength (from top to bottom) are Designer 2000, Little 

Chesster, and USCF Academy. Designer 2000 is about 75 points stronger than Little Chesster 

because it runs 3 MHz vs. 2 MHz and, because it has the Par Excellence program with large book vs. 

the Excellence (final version) program with small book. The actual program difference is very small, 
perhaps 10 points or so, but the speed and book make the Designer noticeably stronger. Little 

Chesster is in turn slightly stronger than Academy because it has much more RAM to work with than 

the Academy. Little Chesster should play around 1900, while Academy is equivalent to Mephisto 

Europa (and Marco Polo) which are rated 1881 based on "Ply" ratings adjusted to USCF level. I would 
note that in the middle game they are well matched, but the endgame of Little Chesster is far more 

sophisticated than the primitive endgame of the Academy. Little Chesster also has more features 

(and the voice) than Academy, and is slightly cheaper. While Fidelity now has three table models 
under $100 in Class A, no other company has even one to date. Saitek's cheapest class A model is 

$160 (Radio Shack 2150L), while Novag's is the similarly priced Beluga (except for the hand-held 

Super VIP, which is still over $100). 

*** 



Computer Chess Reports 3
rd

 Quarter 1991-1992 

Fidelity Review by IM Larry Kaufman 

The new Travel Master!? 
 

Another new model expected soon is a new Travel Master. The original version plays well enough 
(2062 in C.R.A. Action test, 2125 by comp vs comp testing), but there are several annoying bugs in 

both the play and the design that cannot be corrected due to the bankruptcy of CXG. and the resultant 

decision of the programmer Frans Morsch to work for Saitek. Therefore it was decided to have another 
Mephisto programmer (one who previously worked on only very cheap models) write a new program 

for the H8 processor in the Travel Master. Although Morsch is widely accepted as the greatest chess 

programmer of tiny memory models, the new Travel Master will have twice the RAM and ROM and 
so it is expected that the new Travel Master will retain the strength of the old, if not surpass it. 

However this remains to be seen - the program is said to be under testing now, but I haven't seen it. 

Hopefully the new model will be trouble free before its release. The same new program will also be 

offered in a table top model to be called the "Miami" (Fidelity's home city) instead of the previously 
planned name "Table Master". 

 

Computer Chess Reports 3
rd

 Quarter 1991-1992 

Saitek Review by IM Larry Kaufman 
 

The bad news here is that the long awaited Spracklen RISC-module for the Galileo and Renaissance 

boards has been postponed indefinitely, apparently because the strength is not high enough to justify 
the price. However work continues on the program, so hope remains. Saitek is said to have purchased 

the "King" program (the #2 program available as an option for the "ChessMachine") for use in a 

dedicated RISC model towards the end of this year. The advantage of this is that the "ARM" (Acorn 
Risc Machine) processor used in the "ChessMachine" is much cheaper than the SPARC processor (and 

associated hardware) chosen by the Spracklens. Frans Morsch is also said to be working on RISC for 

Saitek, so they could conceivably end up with three different RISC programs! 
 

On the plus side, Saitek has acquired the rights to the Frans Morsch program used in the Travel 

Master, which will at last allow them to offer low priced Expert level models to compete with 
Fidelity's budget line. No less than five such models are expected this (1992) fall, all using the same 

H8 chip and small memory (16K ROM, ½K RAM) as the Travel Master, though the MHz may differ 

between models. The program is to be identical except for minor bug fixes. Two of the planned units 
are travel, peg-style games ("Travel Champion" and "Champion Advanced Trainer"), two are plas-

tic pressure boards ("Turbo Advanced Trainer" and "GK-2000", the latter offering a faster processor 

and a display), and one is a wood pressure board, the "Virtuoso". Prices should range from about $100 

to $200, which would make all of these models good values today, but by the time they are actually 
produced the other companies should also have new models out, so we'll have to wait and see. I would 

like to see this program offered in the affordable, autosensory "Blitz" board, but so far no such unit 

has been mentioned. 
 

As for what's available from Saitek now, the "Blitz" unit with its mid 1900s playing strength remains 
the least expensive autosensory unit and can be recommended to those for whom ease of operation is 

more important than high playing strength. I would like to correct here the earlier reports that the 

"Blitz" and "Prisma" (C.R.A. rated 1963) share the same program. The programs differ substantially, 
though I cannot yet say which is stronger. Some of the published rating data combines the two models, 

making it difficult to tell much about their relative strength. As for the Galileo, the failure of Saitek to 

offer either the planned "Brute Force" module or the Spracklen RISC module makes it of interest 

only to those for whom low Expert strength is sufficient since that is the strength of the module 
recently offered with the Galileo for $300 total. That is indeed a very modest price for a wood 

autosensory model, but it is about a class weaker than the more expensive wood autosensory models 

of Novag and Fidelity. 

***



 
 

Programmierer / Programmer 

• Frans Morsch 
 

Baujahr / Release 

• Erste Einführung: März 1991 (prototype) 

• Erste Einführung: Juni 1991 (first release in the USA) 
 

Technische Daten / Technical specifications 

• Mikroprozessor: H8/330 

• Taktfrequenz: 10 MHz (Quarz 20 MHz) 

• Programmspeicher: 16 KB ROM 

• Arbeitsspeicher: 512 byte RAM 

• Zugeingabe: Drucksensoren  

• Zugausgabe: LCD-Display  

•  64 Spielstufen 

•  Eröffnungsbibliothek: ca. 2000 Halbzüge 

•  Rücknahme und Änderung der letzten 32 Halbzüge möglich 

•  Einstellbare rotierende info-LCD 

• Stromversorgung: Netzteil 9V/100mA und Batterie: 4 x 1.5V AAA 

• Maße (BxTxH): 14.5 x 17 x 2.5 cm 

 

Spielstärke / Playing strength 

• Spielstärke auf Turnierstufe (DWZ/ELO): ca. 1890  
 

Verwandt / Related (more or less) 

•  Mephisto Champion 

•  Mephisto Chess Travel Master  

•  Mephisto Mythos 

•  RadioShack Master 2200X 

•  Saitek Champion Advanced Trainer 

•  Saitek GK 2000 

• Saitek Schach-Trainer 

• Saitek Travel Champion 2080 

•  Saitek Turbo Advanced Trainer 

•  ??  

 

Internet 

http://www.chesscomputeruk.com/html/fidelity_travel_master.html 
 

http://www.spacious-mind.com/html/travel_master.html 
 

http://alain.zanchetta.free.fr/docs/Fidelity/FidelityTravelMasterUS.pdf 
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